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Instant Adhesive - General
Loctite Super Glue Liquid Loctite® Super Glue Liquid has
proven superior performance over ordinary super glues. It works
faster and holds stronger on more surfaces than ordinary instant
adhesives thanks to a patented additive. The liquid formula
works well on a variety of porous and non-porous surfaces and
close fitting repairs. It dries clear and sets without clamping.
Loctite® Super Glue Liquid is resistant to moisture, most
chemicals and freezing temperatures.

2g

2036150

79340687240

12

3 x 1g

2039554

79340646025

6

2g

2039562

79340689527

2

5g

2002380

79340645929

3

2g

2039573

79340689510

4

20g

2039545

79340686243

4

Loctite Super Glue Gel Loctite® Super Glue Gel has
proven superior performance over ordinary super glues. It works
faster and holds stronger on more surfaces than ordinary instant
adhesvies thanks to a patented additive. The gel formula works
on a variety of porous and non-porous surfaces and is ideal for
vertical surfaces and small gaps. Loctite® Super Glue Gel
comes in a self-piercing tube; it dries clear and sets without
clamping. It is also resistant to moisture, most chemicals and
freezing temperatures.

Loctite Super Glue Brush On Loctite® Super Glue Brush On
has proven superior performance over ordinary super glues. It
works faster and holds stronger on more surfaces than ordinary
instant adhesives thanks to a patented additive. The liquid
formula works well on a variety of porous and non-porous
surfaces and close fitting repairs. Loctite® Super Glue Brush On
comes in a spill resistant bottle with a built-in brush applicator. It
dries clear and sets without clamping. Loctite® Super Glue Brush
On is resistant to moisture, most chemicals and freezing
temperatures.

Loctite Glass Glue Loctite® Glass Glue is the only patented
super glue specially forumlated for bonding glass. Forming gast
and durable joints, the bond is water and heat resistant to stand
up to every day use. Loctite® Glass Glue dries clear, sets without
clamping and is dishwasher safe.

Loctite Super Glue Professional Loctite® Super Glue
Professional has proven superior perofrmance over ordinary
super glues. It works faster and holds stronger on more surfaces
than ordinary instant adhesives thanks to a patented additive.
The liquid formula works well on a variety of porous and nonporous surfaces and close sitting repairs. Loctite® Super Glue
Professional's super strength formula is ideal for heavy-duty
projects and repairs. It dries clear and sets without clamping.
Loctite® Super Glue Professional is resistant to moisture, most
chemicals and freezing temperatures.
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79340303829

7

Instant Adhesive - General
Loctite Super Glue Longneck Bottle Loctite® Super Glue
Longneck Bottle features a precision tip which allows controlled
application without dripping, thus less mess. It has an easy-open
cap with a metal pin that cleans and seals the nozzle for a clogfree performance. The long nozzle is ideal for gluing hard to
reach surfaces. The “finger friendly” bottle keeps fingers glue
free, as well as allows for a continuous flow or a precise drop of
glue. It bonds a variety of materials including leather, ceramic,
rubber, paper, metal, china, wood and most plastics. Loctite®
Super Glue Longneck Bottle dries clear and sets without
clamping. It is also resistant to moisture, most chemicals and
freezing temperatures.

10g

2039547

Instant Adhesive - Control
Loctite Super Glue Ultra Gel Control Loctite® Super Glue
ULTRA Gel Control® is a specially forumlated rubber toughened
instant adhesive that resists impact, shock, vibration and
temperature extremes. It is ideal for bonds subject to daily use
and harsh conditions. The Rubber Toughened Formula is also
Outdoor Safe and gives more time to align pieces before the
glue takes hold. Loctite® Super Glue ULTRA Gel Control® comes
in a patented side-squeeze design for maximum control and airtight storage. It dries clear and sets without clamping. Loctite
Super Glue ULTRA Gel Control is resistant to moisture and
freezing temperatures.

4g

2039558

79340686076

12

4g

2039556

79340689695

6

Loctite Super Glue Ultra Liquid Control Loctite® Super
Glue Ultra Liquid Control® is a user-friendly formulation designed
for home use that forms strong rapid bonds between a wide
range of common materials and offers improved performance
in bonding materials exposed to moisture and humidity. The
product provides rapid bonding to porous materials such as
wood, paper, leather and fabric. Loctite® Super Glue Ultra
Liquid Control® comes in a patented side-squeeze design for
maximum control. It dries clear and sets without clamping.
Water resistant and dishwasher safe for porcelain, plastic and
wood.
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14ml

2040109

79340686205

6

Epoxy
Loctite Epoxy Instant Mix 5min Loctite® Epoxy 5 Minute
Instant Mix™ is a two-part adhesive consisting of an epoxy resin
and a hardener. When mixed in equal volumes, the resin and
hardener react to produce a tough, rigid, high strength bond
which starts to set in 5 minutes and reaches handling strength in
1 hour. The static mix nozzle delivers a uniform mixture of resin
and hardener every time. It can be used as an adhesive for a
wide range of materials or as versatile filler for gap bonding,
surface repairs and laminating. Loctite® Epoxy 5 Minute Instant
Mix™ does not shrink and is resistant to water and most
common solvents. It can be tinted with earth pigments, cement
or sand for colour matching and can be sanded and drilled.

Loctite Epoxy Instant Mix 1min Loctite® Epoxy 1 Minute
Instant Mix™ is a two-part adhesive consisting of an epoxy resin
and a hardener. When mixed in equal volumes, the resin and
hardener react to produce a tough, rigid, high strength bond,
which starts to set in 1 minute and reaches handling strength in
5 to 10 minutes. The static mix nozzle delivers a uniform mixture
of resin and hardener every time. It can be used as an adhesive
for a wide range of materials or as versatile filler for gap
bonding, surface repairs and laminating. Loctite® Epoxy 1
Minute Instant Mix™ does not shrink and is resistant to water and
most common solvents. It can be tinted with earth pigments,
cement or sand for colour matching and can be sanded and
drilled.

minimum
order qty

14ml

2040342

79340686274

6

2 x 28g

2040806

79340685789

6

Loctite Epoxy Weld Loctite® Epoxy Weld™ Bonding
Compound is a two-part system consiting of an epoxy resin and
a hardener. When mixed in equal volumes, the resin and
hardener react to quickly produce a tough, rigid, high strength
bond. Loctite® Epoxy Weld™ can be used as a convenient
alternative to welding. It can be used as an adhesive for
repairing, filling and rebuilding all metal and common surfaces.
It cures to a metallic gray finish and can be easily sanded,
drilled, machined or painted when fully cured. Loctite® Epoxy
Weld™ does not shrink and is resistant to most shop fluids such
as water, diesal fuel, gasoline, antifreeze, hydraulic fluid, motor
oil and transmission fluids.

Loctite Epoxy Plastic Bonder Loctite® Epoxy Plastic
Bonder is an acrylic formula that is specially formulated to bond
and repair plastic surfaces. The convenient double syringe
dispenses equal amounts of each component every time.
When mixed in equal volumes, the components react to
produce a tough, rigid, high strength bond in 20 to 25 minutes.
Loctite® Epoxy Plastic Bonder does not shrink and is resistant to
water, most common solvents and shop fluids. It has high
impact resistance and can be sanded and drilled.

minimum
order qty

25ml

2040082

79340685857

8
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Epoxy
Loctite Epoxy Marine Loctite® Epoxy Marine is a two-part
system consisting of an epoxy resin and a hardener. The
convenient syringe dispenses equal amounts of each
component every time. When mixed in equal volumes, the resin
and hardener react the produce a tough, rigid, high strength
bond in 120 minutes. It can be applied and cured underwater.
Ideal for repairing pipes. It cures to an off-white finish and can
be easily sanded or machined. It does not shrink and is resistant
to water and most common solvents.

minimum
order qty

25ml

2040341

79340647978

Loctite Epoxy Metal / Concrete Loctite® Epoxy
Metal/Concrete is a two-part system consisting of an epoxy
resin and a hardener. The convenient syringe dispenses equal
amounts of each component every time. When mixed in equal
volumes, resin and hardener react to produce a tough, rigid,
high strength bond in 5 to 12 minutes. It is used as an adhesive
for repairing, filling and rebuilding all metal and concrete
surfaces. Loctite® Epoxy Metal/Concrete does not conduct
electricity which is ideal for sealing electrical components. It
cures to a metallic gray finish and can be easily sanded or
machined. It does not shrink and is resistant to water and most
common solvents.

minimum
order qty

25ml

2040804

79340647961

Loctite Epoxy Quick set Loctite® Epoxy Quick Set™ is a
two-part adhesive consisting of an epoxy resin and a hardener.
When mixed in equal volumes, the resin and hardener react to
produce a tough, rigid, high strength bond in 5 minutes for most
projects. Available in a convenient dual syringe which delivers
equal parts of both components every time. Loctite® Epoxy
Quick Set™ can be used as an adhesive for a wide range of
materials or as a versatile filler for gap filling, surface repairs and
laminating. Loctite® Epoxy Quick Set™ does not shrink and is
resistant to water and most common solvents. It can be tinted
with earth pigments, cement or sand for colour matching. It can

8

8

minimum
order qty

25ml

2040810

79340815018

8

be sanded and drilled.

Loctite Epoxy Gel Loctite® Epoxy Gel is a two-part adhesive
consisting of an epoxy resin and a hardener, available in a
convenient dual syringe. When mixed in equal volumes, the
resin and hardener react to produce a tough, rigid, high
strength bond in 6 minutes. The gel formulation is ideal for
vertical surfaces and overhead repairs where dripping may
occur. It can be used as an adhesive for a wide range of
materials or as a versatile filler for gap bonding, surface repairs
and laminating. Loctite® Epoxy Gel does not shrink and is
resistant to water and most common solvents. It can be tinted
with earth pigments, cement or sand for colour matching. It can
be sanded and drilled.

minimum
order qty

25ml

2040809

79340324275

8
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2007648

9313156006279

5

2001083

79340308084

6

Go2 All Purpose
Loctite Go2 Gel Loctite® Go2® Gel contains a revolutionary
FLEXTEC® formulation that bonds multi-materials when projects
or repairs require higher viscosity, tremendous bond strength,
and resistance to extreme conditions. It is a versatile, gap-filling
adhesive that bonds, seals and repairs almost all materials. It is
ideal for bonds subject to harsh or extreme conditions or for
situations where constant flexing is a problem. It can be used
indoors and outdoors, has excellent adhesion and high initial
grab that cures quickly. Loctite Go2 Gel dries clear and creates
a flexible and durable bond which is dishwasher safe and has
excellent resistance to vibration, impact, moisture, UV and
extreme temperatures, offering long reliability anywhere it is
used.

18ml

Contact Adhesive
Loctite Clear Silicone Water Proof Sealant Loctite®
Clear Silicone is a multipurpose adhesive and sealant which
creates a waterproof, protective seal that is ideal for metal,
glass, rubber, tile and porcelain. It is designed to be used
indoors and outdoors to repair everything from electrical
connections to seams on boots to stop leaks in wet weather.
Loctite® Clear Silicone can be used to bond or repair saltwater
or freshwater aquariums.

80ml

Loctite Stik'n Seal Outdoor Adhesive Loctite Stik’N Seal
Outdoor Adhesive is a versatile high-performance adhesive
sealant formulated for all-purpose projects and repairs. This semiflexible crystal-clear adhesive is designed to address the daily
needs of the homeowner, both indoor and outdoor.

minimum
order qty

29ml

2045441

79340646049

6

59ml

212220

79340258273

6

Loctite Stik'n Seal Indoor Adhesive Loctite® Stik’N Seal®
Indoor Adhesive is an all-purpose adhesive that takes care of
almost every repair you can imagine. It produces a powerful
water-resistant bond without nasty fumes, dries crystal clear and
is acid-free. This high strength acrylic eliminated the frustration
associated with solvent-based adhesives and is ideal for indoor
use where ventilation is poor and on projects/crafts requiring
continued use or use with children. Product applies white and
dries clear.

Loctite Vinyl, Fabric and Plastic Flexible Adhesive
Loctite® Vinyl, Fabric & Plastic Flexible Adhesive is a clear liquid
adhesive formulated for repairing and mending flexible plastics
such as vinyl seats, cushions, tarps and outdoor gear. The
adhesive is highly flexible to withstand bending and torsion. It
dries to a transparent and waterproof bond. It will not yellow or
go brittle with age.

minimum
order qty

30ml

1994974

79340685734

6
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6ml

2035623

79340242005

12

6ml

2040085

79340271005

12

2082400

4015000437004

12

Threadlocker
Loctite Threadlocker Blue 242 - Nut & Bolt Locker
Loctite® Threadlocker Blue 242® is designed for the locking and
sealing of threaded fasteners which require normal disassembly
with standard hand tools. The product cures when confined in
the absence of air between close fitting metal surfaces. It
protects threads from rust and corrosion and prevents loosening
from shock and vibration. Loctite® Threadlocker Blue 242® is
particularly suited for applications on less active substrates such
as stainless steel and plated surfaces, where disassembly is
required for servicing.

Loctite Threadlocker Red 271 - Nut & Bolt Locker
Loctite® Threadlocker Red 271™ is designed for the permanent
locking and sealing of threaded fasteners. The product cures
when confined in the absence of air between close fitting
metal surfaces. It protects threads from rust and corrosion and
prevents loosening from shock and vibration. It is only
removable once cured by heating up parts to 500°F (260°C).

Sealant - Water Based
Loctite Renew Loctite® RE-NEW is an innovative solution for
repairing ugly looking caulk in your kitchen and bathroom.
Easily repair moulding, yellowing and cracking old sealant joints
in only one-step. No need to take out the old sealant, just pass
over the existing sealant with Loctite RE-NEW specialty silicone
for a long lasting and durable seal. As easy as using a
highlighter with professional-like quality. Loctite RENEW is mould
and mildew resistant once properly applied. One tube of
Loctite RE-NEW covers one typical shower/tub application. RENEW your caulk like new, with Loctite RE-NEW.

100ml

